Solution

In case of any mismatch in data between any Aeron data source with either the ATC, pilot, or operator, aviation authorities can quickly detect and eliminate the problem. Aviation authorities can also detect any pilots operating with an expired license.
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Main reasons of aviation accidents

57% Human factor
22% Technical problems
12% Weather conditions
9% Other

Blockchain for Aviation Safety

1000+

Aviation accidents with fatalities per year

711

Aviation accidents related to air transport per year

3302

You can be confident in the experience of your pilot or flight instructor.
Your log records cannot be lost or damaged.
You as a pilot can validate your flight experience, facilitating career progression.

AERON Features

Flight safety is improved with Aeron.

You can pay for flights, aviation services with fiat and cryptocurrencies using mobile app.
You can easily find options for aircraft charters, leisure flights, and pilot training.

Your benefit

Your data is automatically matched from multiple log data sources, eliminating fake entries.
You can contribute to the new aviation safety solution, saving people’s lives all around the world.

Business model

Key players

Aviation Authorities
FAA
EASA
National Authorities

Key activities

Building and maintaining of infrastructure
SME marketing and promoting

Value proposition

Aeron - the new standard of aviation safety powered by blockchain

Channels

Sales
- On-board sales for log entries
- Commission on paid services (in fiat or ARN tokens)
- Commission on intermediation and client introduction

Cost structure

NBO - Legal Consultancy Administration

Revenue streams

Subscription fee / Transaction based fee for log entries
Commission on paid services (in fiat or ARN tokens)
Commission on intermediation and client introduction

Why we do Token Sale?

Your data is automatically matched from multiple log data sources, eliminating fake entries.
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